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Aims and Scope

SOJ Veterinary Sciences is a peer reviewed journal, solely designed for the worldwide scientific community that addresses current research on Veterinary Science, which aims to provide an exclusive platform for publishing worthy research work. The journal aims to frame up an outstanding special issue on Zoonosis.

A zoonosis is a several diseases or infections that are transmissible from vertebrate animals to humans. Animals thus play an important role in maintaining zoonotic infections in nature. Zoonosis may be bacterial, viral, or parasitic, or may involve unconventional agents. As well as being a public health problem, most of the major zoonotic diseases prevent the adequate production of food of animal origin and generate obstacles to international trade in animal products.

SOJ Veterinary Sciences invites papers from entire the worldwide community of scientists covering many topics like but not limited to emerging zoonotic diseases, neglected zoonotic diseases, food borne zoonosis causes, control, treatment and prevention, etc. which paves a way for publishing outcomes of recent research and investigations in Veterinary Sciences.

As, we are in a step ahead to bring the current research on Zoonosis exploration to you and every other in an easy accessible way by your participation and cooperation.

Submissions

Authors are invited to submit articles which address the progress and current standing of zoonosis. Please refer Author guidelines before submission.

Author benefits for these submissions will be found at Special issue page. Use the Online Manuscript Tracking System to submit your papers or e-mail it to veterinary@symbiosisonline.org
Submissions are open from October 01, 2015
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